
1.  ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:  In connection with my enlistment into the United States Navy I hereby agree that: 

     

    a.  I am enlisting into the U. S. Navy for a period of eight (8) years, which consist of an active duty period of four (4) years and 

          the remainder in the Inactive Ready Reserve (IRR).  At the same time, I agree to extend my enlistment for        months 

          to meet the obligations of the                                                                                                                       I am enlisting with the following 

          guarantees and understanding.  

        

     b.  Upon enlistment, I will be enlisted under the provisions of CNRC Instruction 1130.8, with the option(s) indicated below

Job Occupational Groupings (JOG) 

Enlistment Guarantee 

Name: 

2.  I understand that I am guaranteed classification in the enlistment option listed in section 1b WITHOUT PROMISE OF A SPECIFIC RATING 

OR SKILL TRAINING.  I understand my classification can be into any rating within the Job/Occupation Grouping guaranteed to me in section 

1b.  I also understand my classification for a specific rating and Class "A" School will be based on the training available at the time of my 

classification and the needs of the Navy.   Additionally, I understand: 

  

    a.  I will be classified into a rating within my job/occupation grouping that I am fully qualified for. 

     

    b.  I will receive additional screening:  medical, moral, background, etc., during and after my recruit training which may affect my qualification 

         for the Navy and any particular rating within the job/occupation grouping

3.  If, during the periodic reviews of my eligibility, I am found no longer eligible for the options listed in 1b above because of information I  

provided in my enlistment application; because of a physical or psychological disqualification; or because of some reason that is not due to my 

fault, negligence, or conduct, I may only choose one of the following options: 

  

    a.  Reassignment to a Class "A" School for which I am qualified and a vacancy exists, or 

    

    b.  Navy apprentice training for which I am qualified and a vacancy exists.  In any event, the Navy may, at its option, choose to discharge me.

4.  If I am not enrolled in the guarantee specified in section 1b above because of some reason that is due to my fault,  negligence, or conduct or 

if I am disenrolled from it for any other reason not specified in paragraph 3, then I lose that guarantee and, at the Navy's option  remain subject 

to continued Naval service.  I also understand: 

  

     a.  If I am retained, I may be required to serve the rest of my enlistment.  If given accelerated advancement, post-apprentice training, or an 

enlistment bonus, I may incur additional service as required by regulation. 

      

      b.  The Navy may, at its option, discharge me in accordance with law and regulation.

5.  I certify that I have read and received a copy of the Classifier Rating/Program Fact Sheet for the JOG Program for which I am  enlisting, and  

the Statements of Understanding required for Option(s)                 I understand the obligations for the Options and training that I  

will receive. ____________ (Applicant's Initials) 

 PRIVACY ACT NOTIFICATION 

This document contains information covered under the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 USC 552a and its various implementing regulations and 

must be protected in accordance with those provisions.  You, the recipient/user, are obliged to maintain it in a safe, secure and 

confidential manner.  Re-disclosure without consent or as permitted by law is prohibited.  Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to 

maintain confidentiality subjects you to application of appropriate sanctions.  If you have received this correspondence in error, 

please notify the sender immediately and destroy any copies you have made. 

                                                                                                       For Official Use Only - Privacy Sensitive
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